Mathematical Vocabulary
Exploring Number:
After, before, bigger, count back, count on, digits, even, fewer, fives, hundreds, in-between,
least, less, match, more, most, next, numbers, numerals, odd, one less than, one more than,
ones, order, place value, previous, recognise, sort, tens, units, what’s missing

Number Functions and Fractions:
A further amount, a little, a lot, add together, altogether, another one, array, bigger, count
back, count on, divide, double, fraction, equal, grown by, half, half an hour, half past, halve,
how many, how much now, increased, left over, less than, many, minus, more than,
multiply, number, one, one more, one less, pair, part of, pieces, quarter, quarter past,
quarter to, remove, semi-circle, separate, share equally, split, subtract, sum, take away,
third, three-quarters, thrice, total, trio, triple, twice, two-thirds, whole, zero

Money :
Bargain, change, cost, discount, euros, expensive, how much, less than, more than, pence,
pennies, pounds, price, quid, sale, swap, swipe, value

Measurement:
Capacity:
Capacity, containers, cubic meters, empty, fill, fit, full, half a pint, half-empty, half- full, level,
litres, loose, millilitres, overflowing, packed, pint, pour, scoop, size, space, tight, volume
Weight:
Balance, different, drop, equal, float, heavier, heaviest, heavy, kilo, kilogramme, light,
lighter, lighter, lightest, load, loaded, mass, move, pounds, same, scales, sink, weight
Size:
Big, bigger than, centimetre, different, greater than, hand, height, inch, kilometre, large,
length, less, little, long, longer, longest, macro, metre, micro, mile, more, same, short,
shorter, shortest, small, smaller than, tiny, titchy, wide, wider, widest, width, yard

Time:
After, afternoon, almost, analogue, anticlockwise, before, century, clock, clockwise, date,
day, digital, evening, fast, forever, hour, how long, later, midday, midnight, minute,
moment, month, morning, nearly, never, next, night, noon, now, pendulum, quickly, season,
second, slow, soon, sunrise, sunset, then, week, year
Spring, summer, autumn, winter
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
January, February, March, April, May, June, July, August, September, October, November,
December

Pattern:
After, again, balance, before, curved, decrease, different, finish, in and out, in-between,
increase, lines, match, middle, next to, pattern, puzzle, repeat, round, same, sequences,
smooth, spiral, spots, start, strategy, stripes, under and over, up and down, wavy, zigzag

Shape and Symmetry:
Above, angle, anticlockwise, backwards, behind, below, between, circle, clockwise, closer,
coordinates, cone, cube, cuboid, curved, down, drawing, edge, face, far, flat, forwards,
further, here, hexagon, higher, in front of, inside, junction, left, line symmetry, long, lower,
map, mirror line, near, network, next, oblong rectangle, opposite, outside, oval, path,
pentagon, plan, position, prism, quadrilateral, region, regular sides, rhombus, right, right
angle, roll, scale, short, side, similar, slide, smooth, solid, sphere, square rectangle, stack,
straight, there, triangle, up

Position, Direction and Movement:
Above, anticlockwise, arrow, backwards, behind, below, beside, clockwise, close, compass,
curved, direction, down, east, far, forwards, here, high, horizontal, in, in-between, in front
of, inside, inside-out, left, line, low, near, next to, north, on top, out, outside, over, path,
position, right, route, south, straight, there, through, turn, under, underneath, up, upside
down, vertical, west

Data Handling :
Alike, belongs, bigger than, chart, classify, collect, column, diagram, difference between,
display, does not belong, few, fewer, fewest, first, gather, graph, greatest, group, how
many, least, less than, match, more than, odd one out, organise, row, similar, smaller than,
sort, tally, the same as , tick total vote

